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Introduction

Executive Summary
The State of Web Development Services Report explores how offering additional
services such as web hosting, content, and SEO, is changing within web
development businesses in Australia.

The information in this report is based on telephone interviews conducted in
September and October 2016 with 25 web development agencies, all based in
Australia. We surveyed participants to uncover how web development agencies
have diversified their service offerings to provide clients with additional services,
and how this has impacted on the growth and performance of their business.

The findings demonstrate a positive link between offering additional services and
improved business growth (revenue and no. of employees). However, they also
reveal the opportunities and challenges that lie ahead: increased SMB website
investment, lack of SMB education and perceived low return on effort. 

In recent years, web development, internet services and online technologies have
been changing at a rapid pace. Businesses that offer these services have
developed to offer more diversified services offerings, in response to the
changing needs of the market.

As in all industries that are driven by disruptive technology, the services offered by
pure web development businesses have changed and will continue to change, as
market needs and business internet usage shift and alter in the coming years. 
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Key Findings
The majority of web development agencies surveyed have experienced positive business growth over the
past three years, with 64% experiencing a growth in revenue and 40% increasing headcount.1
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The ability to offer new services, technology and improved expertise (locally and overseas) have been key
contributing factors to the growth of businesses surveyed. The most commonly offered additional services
include web design, website maintenance and SEO.  

The majority of web development agencies surveyed plan to grow their business over the next year by selling
existing services to new clients, with a smaller number choosing to focus on offering new service to clients
they already work with. 

Common challenges that web development agencies often face when trying to sell additional services to
clients includes; lack of budget, lack of education, preference for cheap overseas resource and perceived
low return on effort.  

A closer look into SEO services offered by web development agencies revealed that the SEO sales cycle is
often unpredictable and lengthy. Specific challenges web development agencies typically face when
providing an SEO service include keeping up to date with an ever changing environment, competition
with cheaper overseas resource and difficulties around client education. 
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An Overview of
Services Offered by
Australian Web Development
Agencies Today



Additional services play an important role
in modern web development agencies

Web development agencies are shifting towards offering clients
a more varied and diverse range of website related services,
many of which aim to improve online presence.

All survey participants offered clients at least one additional
service with the majority of survey participants offering three
main services, (outside of the core web development business
services). These are web design, web maintenance and SEO.

A small percentage of web development agencies offered a
diverse range of other additional services including media and
email marketing. 

17% Web Design 

16% Website Maintenance 

15% SEO

13% Web Hosting 

12% Analytics 

10% Social Media 

10% SEM (Paid Ads) 

7% Email Marketing 

7% Media Production
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Additional services significantly impact
revenue and clients are investing more. 

33%
13%

33%
We asked participating agencies what percentage of their
total revenue was generated from selling additional services
to clients. The majority of participants reported that selling
additional services to existing clients made a significant
contribution to their overall revenue, with up to 13%
reporting that additional service revenue accounted for up to
50% of their total agency revenue.  

81% of agencies also said that their clients were now
spending more with the agency than this time last year, with
the majority saying clients were spending 26%-50% more on
average. In comparison only 19% of participants said their
clients were choosing not to invest more in their website. 

26-50%

11-25%of participants said
revenue from additional

services contributes

more
less

of participants said
revenue from additional

services contributes

to their total revenue

to their total revenue

Q: What percentage of your total
revenue do you generate from
selling these additional services?

81% 19%

Q: What percentage of your clients, that were also
clients last financial year, are now spending more?

Our clients are
now spending Our clients are

now spending
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But, selling additional services has it’s
own set of unique challenges.

24% say their clients don’t have additional
budget to spend on investing in extra services
they offer

Q: What are the biggest challenges your business 
faces when it comes to selling additional services? 

18% believe their customers prefer to engage
specialist agencies / experts for specific services 

12% of participants said that additional
services offer a low return on effort for
the agency.

Participants claimed that the majority of
clients spend less than $499 a month
with a sales lead time of up to 3 months.

Lack of client education, issues finding the right partner and competition
from cheaper overseas resources, were also listed as challenges. 

24%

18%

12%
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Q: what are the biggest challenges your business
faces when it comes to selling additional services? 

“The problem is awareness,
people aren’t tech savvy”

“Customers always
compare you to overseas

companies who charge less”

“Finding the right people to
partner with”

"Educating clients in an
ever evolving industry”
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Agency Business Growth:
The Bigger Picture 
The majority of web development agencies we surveyed have experienced positive business growth over the past three years.

of participants have seen
a growth in revenue in

the past 3 years 

of participants have seen
a decrease in  revenue in

the past 3 years 

64% 6%

8%40%
have more people

working in the agency
than they did 3 years ago

have less people working
in the agency than they

did 3 years ago

Q: Which of the following statements best describe
how your business has changed in the past 3 years?
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How do you plan to grow your
business in the next 12 months?

SMB confidence remains at one of the highest levels in the past five years. According to the Sensis Business Index 2016, 57% of
Australian SMBs are confident about the year ahead. So we asked participants how they plan to grow their business in the next 12
months.

The majority of web development agencies (50%), said that they planned to grow business by selling services they already offered
(e.g. SEO, web Hosting and content creation) to new clients. 

plan to sell existing
services to new clients 

plan to sell new
services to new clients 

plan to offer new services
to existing clients

50%

14%

4%
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Spotlight on SEO Services 
Offered by Web Development
Agencies 
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Spotlight on SEO services sold
by web development agencies   

The results of our survey revealed that SEO is one of the most
common 'add-on' services offered by web development agencies in
Australia.

We asked participants to share their specific experiences around
selling and retaining SEO clients.

Website Optimisation

Reporting & Analytics 

Content Creation (e.g. blog posts)

Link Building 

Offsite Activities (e.g. Blogger outreach)

Q: Which of the following types of SEO services
have been repeatedly difficult for you to sell

over the past 12 months?

Q: Which of the following types of SEO services have you been
able to sell repeatedly in the past 12 months?

25%
22%

17%
said link
building 

said Brand
Awareness e.g.

blogger outreach &
social said content

creation
e.g. blog posts

Only 5% of businesses
surveyed outsourced

their SEO work to a third
party vs. completing it

in house. 

29%
24%
13%
12%
12%

1
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20% of participants
were unclear on

what average
spend was.

20% said their
clients spent

$500 - $999 a
month on SEO

40% said their
clients spend

less than $499 a
month on SEO 

The SEO sales cycle is
varied, unpredictable
and often lengthy.

The majority of agencies
said that their customers
spend less than $499 on
SEO a month.

Lack of budget is the most
common reason a client SEO
project comes to an end. 

21%  of participants say it
takes up to one week to sign
a client up for SEO services

37%  of participants say it
takes up to one month to sign
a client up for SEO services

21%  of participants say it takes
up to three months to sign a
client up for SEO services

not enough
budget

one off
project SEO not

important
anymore

didn't get
results

26%
16% 15% 13%

Q: What is the most common reason why
clients decide to end their SEO projects

with you?

Q: On average how long does it take to close
and invoice an SEO deal from the initial lead?

Q: How much do your SEO customers typically spend?
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Customer Growth Trends and
Market Needs 



Growth Trends & Market Needs
All successful agencies revolve around being able to anticipate,
understand and satisfy customer needs. Participating agencies said that
the most frequent request from clients was for a new website build,
closely followed by work done on an existing website. 

Requests related to improving online presence also ranked highly with
the desire to increase website traffic and wanting to appear on page one
of Google both receiving responses.  

Q: When clients approach your business,
what are they generally asking for help with? 

27%
22%

15%

11% 11%
9%

want a new
website

want work done
on their exisiting

website

want to increase
traffic to their

website

want to improve
their conversion

rate

want more
engagement on

social media
want to be on
page one of

Google



According to Sensis e-business report 2016 the top three reasons cited for
increased business effectiveness as a result of having a  website were:

How are online SMBs using the internet?

54% 35% 61% 40%
use the internet to

take orders for
products and services

of SMBs use the
internet for email

marketing 

of SMBs use a
website to promote
their business online

use the internet to
monitor the market

or competitors 

Common website features & benefits

Better exposure
to the market

Customers
can access
information
about their
business

A greater
number of
orders or

sales 
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Around one third of SMBs in Australia now use SEO, this
has increased by 4% since 2015 and according to Sensis
eBusiness Report 2016.

Appearing on page one of Google is important for the
majority of SMBs with a website.

Q: How important is it for your business to
appear on Page one of Google? 

Businesses care more than ever about
their online presence
Our survey has highlighted that selling additional services
provides a significant positive impact on agency revenue. It also
highlights that clients are willing to invest more in their website
than this time last year. Below are some interesting statistics
from the Sensis eBusiness Report 2016, that help to uncover
some of the factors behind these two findings. 

The number of SMBs with a website has increased over the
past 12 months, which indicates that internet marketing and
online presence are more important than ever to SMBs in
Australia.

(Sensis eBusiness Report 2016) (Sensis eBusiness Report 2016) 

vs. 
56% in
2015

61% in
2016

More businesses want a website 

Having a website is important,
but businesses also know that
they need to ensure their
website can be found online. 

somewhat important very important 

20% 39%
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Only 19% of SMBs have a digital
strategy in place, this is less than

one in five businesses.

43% have invested in optimising their
websites for mobile, a key SEO ranking and

user engagement factor, while almost one in
four (24%) plan to invest in optimising their

website in the coming year. 

4% of SMBs in Australian have
the intention to build a new

website in the next year.

SMBs are spending more
on building and maintaining their
websites. Expenditure averaged

$3,300 for SMBs in 2015
(up from $2,500 the year before). 

Growth and market trends indicate that
having an online presence is important,
so what are the opportunities?

Average SMB spend on
website $3300 in 2015

Average SMB spend on
website $2500 in 2014

The findings from our survey, as
well as data from the Sensis
eBusiness Report 2016, highlight
the increasing number of Australian
business who require a website,
and positive trends show that
businesses are willing to invest
more in building their online
presence. 

However, with only 19% businesses
admitting to having a digital
strategy, the opportunity for web
development agencies lies in being
able to offer clients additional
services that help them maximise
their online presence once website
build has been completed. 
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Report Summary

Firstly, we concluded that additional services play a significant role in the growth and success of web development agencies in
Australia, with the 46% of participants saying that revenue from additional services had contributed between 11%-50% to their
total agency revenue, in the last 12 months. In addition, the majority of participants (81%) said that clients are now spending
more than this time last financial year, with the most frequently offered services being web design, ongoing website maintenance
and SEO.

Furthermore, there is evidence to suggest that the demand for and uptake of additional services will only continue to increase,
as the number of SMBs with websites continues to grow. Five percent more SMBs had a website in 2016 in comparison to 2015,
and four percent of SMBs have said they have the intention to build a new website within the next year. Findings also suggest
that businesses are increasingly willing to invest in their online presence, and appearing on Google has become more important
to them.

However, to successfully sell additional services agencies must look to overcome a number of barriers such as; perceived low
return on effort, lack of budget and competition from cheaper overseas specialists. To maximise on the opportunities we have
identified, web development agencies should look to adapt their approach to offering additional services. Opportunities for
growth lie in an agencies ability to adopt a technology driven approach to providing services, such as SEO. Technology enables
agencies to offer clients scalable, data driven and cost effective services that rival specialist agencies. 
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Glasshat Partner Program

Contact Details Report Index

We know that scalability, automation and saving time matters,
and using our proprietary technology enables partner agencies
to fully automate the research, analysis and planning phase of
an SEO project.  

Our partner program is designed for web development and
digital marketing agencies who are looking to grow their
business. 

Our custom built algorithm collects and scientifically analyses
1000’s of pieces of data across 100’s of online competitors
for each keyword your client wants to rank for.

Our SEO technology combines the extensive data collection
and analysis with actionable recommendations that tell you
exactly what you need to do for an SEO campaign, along with
the scientific rationale as to why.

Get in touch with the team to learn more about our partner program or
visit the website to sign up for a free trial. 

https://www.sensis.com.au/assets/PDFdirectory/Sensis-Business-
Index-September-2016.pdf

https://www.sensis.com.au/assets/PDFdirectory/Sensis_eBusiness_R
eport_2016.pdf

Glasshat Web Developer Additional Services Survey October 2016 

info@glasshat.com

Glasshat Technology

02 9114 9515

www.glasshat.com

@glasshattech
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How does Glasshat work?Glasshat’s partner program helps agencies sell,
scale and deliver great SEO results for clients. 

http://www.glasshat.com/
http://www.glasshat.com/partners/
https://www.sensis.com.au/assets/PDFdirectory/Sensis-Business-Index-September-2016.pdf
https://www.sensis.com.au/assets/PDFdirectory/Sensis_eBusiness_Report_2016.pdf



